Abstract-The artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) and electromagnetic band gap (EBG) characteristics of planar periodic metallic arrays printed on grounded dielectric substrate are investigated. The currents induced on the arrays are presented for the first time and their study reveals two distinct resonance phenomena associated with these surfaces. A new technique is presented to tailor the spectral position of the AMC operation and the EBG. Square patch arrays with fixed element size and variable periodicities are employed as working examples to demonstrate the dependence of the spectral AMC and EBG characteristics on array parameters. It is revealed that as the array periodicity is increased, the AMC frequency is increased, while the EBG frequency is reduced. This is shown to occur due to the different nature of the resonance phenomena and the associated underlying physical mechanisms that produce the two effects. The effect of substrate thickness is also investigated. Full wave method of moments (MoM) has been employed for the derivation of the reflection characteristics, the currents and the dispersion relations. A uniplanar array with simultaneous AMC and EBG operation is demonstrated theoretically and experimentally.
I. INTRODUCTION

O
VER the last few years there has been increased research interest in electromagnetic band gap (EBG) structures and their applications in microwave and (sub)millimeter wave frequencies [1] . Applications of EBG structures include surface wave suppression [2] - [5] , improved antennas for modern wireless communication systems [5] - [7] , and novel microwave circuits and waveguides [7] , [8] . Recently, metallo-dielectric high impedance surfaces (HIS) have been presented, that upon illumination from an incident wave perform as equivalent artificial magnetic conductors (AMC) [2] . Such a structure fully reflects incident waves with a zero degrees reflection phase and is complimentary to an electric conductor (which introduces a phase shift of 180 ). AMC surfaces have found numerous applications as ground planes in printed antennas [2] , [9] , [10] , low profile cavity antennas [11] , [12] and as reflectors for aperture coupled patch antennas [13] . The geometry of the first HIS reported in [2] consists of a periodic metallic patch array printed on a metal-backed (grounded) dielectric slab with metallic vias connecting the patches to the ground. The presence of vias in this mushroom-type structure imposes an electromagnetic band gap at the same frequency range as the AMC property. In other words, the mushroom structure exhibits high surface impedance for both normally incident and surface waves at the same frequency band. Hence, it reflects a normally incident plane wave with zero phase shift, therefore behaving as an AMC, and at the same frequency does not support surface waves, therefore behaving as an EBG.
Grounding vias complicate the fabrication of AMC surfaces, particularly at upper microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies. In order to simplify the fabrication, several research groups have, in the last five years, worked on implementing AMC surfaces without vias in a completely planar (also mentioned as "uniplanar" throughout this paper) configuration [9] - [13] . These structures are essentially periodic frequency selective surfaces (FSS) [14] , [15] , printed on grounded dielectric slabs, as shown in Fig. 1 . Previous work has focused on providing insight on the operation of the AMC surfaces without vias [12] , [13] . In [16] , a fast and accurate method for band char- acterization of such surfaces through a network synthesis has been proposed and it has been demonstrated that in the absence of vias, the EBG does not normally coincide with the AMC frequency band. This can deteriorate the benefits of AMC surfaces in certain applications, where surface wave suppression is advantageous.
In this paper we study the AMC and EBG characteristics of uniplanar periodic metallic arrays printed on grounded dielectric substrate and we present a method to control the spectral position of these two properties. In particular, we investigate the effect of the array parameters on both the EBG and AMC frequency bands and we show that we can tailor the spectral position of the two properties almost independently by altering the periodicity of a square patch array. From a practical point of view, this allows the flexibility to design uniplanar arrays with either one or both of these properties, depending on the requirements of the application.
The currents induced on the elements of the metallic array in close proximity to a ground plane under plane wave illumination are studied for the first time. Based on this study, two distinct resonant phenomena are observed which lead to conclusions regarding the nature of the AMC and EBG properties. It is demonstrated that the AMC operation is not directly related to the resonance of the FSS array. In fact, it is revealed that with varying array periodicity, the AMC band moves opposite to the FSS resonance in frequency. On the contrary, it is shown that the EBG frequency follows the trend of the FSS resonance. A further study on the effect of substrate thickness is also presented. Based on the conclusions drawn from the above studies, a uniplanar surface with both EBG and AMC operations in the same frequency band is designed and tested experimentally.
II. RESONANCE PHENOMENA OF FSS IN PROXIMITY TO A GROUND PLANE
A. Free-Standing FSS
FSSs have been studied for many years and their behavior is well understood [15] . For an array consisting of conducting elements under plane wave incidence, a maximum current magnitude is excited on the elements at the array resonant frequency. The current in this case is in phase with the incident field, i.e., the impedance seen by the incident wave is purely ohmic (real), since the capacitive and inductive parts cancel out. As a result of the resonance, the incident wave is reflected with a phase reversal.
The above are briefly demonstrated here by means of an example based on a free-standing square patch FSS with dimensions and . Full wave simulation results are obtained using a Floquet modal analysis of the unit cell, which leads to the formulation of an integral equation (IE) and its solution using Galerkin method of moments (MoM) [15] . The method has been extensively described in the literature and is known to be a fast and accurate technique for the characterization of such structures. Fig. 2(a) shows the transmission and reflection response of the capacitive FSS illuminated with a normally incident plane wave. Fig. 2(b) shows the magnitude and phase of the currents excited on the elements, assuming incident field of magnitude 1 V/m. The array resonance occurs at 41.5 GHz, where the current phase is 0 .
B. FSS in Proximity to a Ground Plane
For FSS surfaces in close proximity to a ground plane some subtle differences emerge. Due to the ground plane, incident waves are fully reflected at all frequencies. However in this type of structure, careful investigation reveals that two distinct resonant phenomena occur for a normally incident wave. As before, we can identify the array resonance at the frequency where the currents excited on the array are in phase with the incident wave (i.e., zero current phase). At this frequency, the incident wave is reflected from the FSS array with a phase reverse, as in the case of the free-standing FSS resonance. However it can be found that there also occurs a Fabry-Perot type of resonance at the cavity formed between the ground plane and the FSS [12] , [17] , [18] . The Fabry-Perot resonance occurs at frequencies different than the array resonance. This strong cavity-type resonance excites maximum currents on the elements (which in general are out of phase with the incident wave) and the incident wave is reflected with a zero phase shift.
These resonance phenomena are demonstrated by means of an example. The FSS array of Fig. 2 is considered at distance from an infinite ground plane. The structure is initially illuminated with a normally incident plane wave of amplitude 1 V/m. Fig. 3 shows the reflection phase of the normally incident plane wave and the excited current (magnitude and phase) on the elements. As in the free-standing case, the array resonance is identified by the zero current phase. This resonance shares the same characteristics with the resonance of the free-standing case. It occurs at the same frequency and the currents excited are of equal magnitude and phase to the current excited in the free-standing case [ Fig. 2(b) ]. However at around 15.9 GHz the Fabry-Perot resonance occurs, indicated by the nearly maximum current magnitude excited on the elements. The current phase however is not zero but around 90 , i.e., a capacitive phase of the FSS array is observed indicating that the FSS array itself is not at resonance. The normally incident wave sees a high surface impedance (open circuit) and is reflected with zero reflection phase.
As the angle of the TE incident plane wave moves from normal to grazing incidence, the frequency characteristics of the two resonances (Fabry-Perot and array resonance) vary. Fig. 4(a) shows the reflection phase response of the structure of Fig. 3 as the incident angle varies from 10 (close to normal incidence) to 89.99 (almost surface wave). The current phase and magnitude are shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c), respectively. Note that while the Fabry-Perot resonant frequency remains nearly constant, the array resonance shifts to lower frequencies.
At 90 incidence the plane wave response is not a valid description any more. Instead the structure is characterized by the dispersion relation of surface waves along the contour of the Brillouin zone, shown in Fig. 5 . The MoM formulation for the derivation of the dispersion diagrams is similar as for normal incidence, only now the excitation is set to zero, the tangential wavenumbers are set to correspond to a particular point on the -axis of the dispersion diagram and the eigenfrequencies are specified so that the homogenous problem accepts real solutions [19] . A TE band gap emerges along the direction at about 17.5 GHz. This frequency corresponds with a very good accuracy to the frequency where the array resonates for 89.99 incidence [zero current phase in Fig. 4(b) ]. This is a good indication that the array resonance is the underlying physical mechanism of the EBG.
C. AMC and EBG Operation
Based on the above study, we can now relate each of the AMC and EBG properties with one of the two distinct resonant phenomena observed. The AMC operation emerges by virtue of the resonance of the cavity formed between the periodic array and the ground plane. To a ray optics approximation, the cavity resonance critically depends on the thickness, , of the cavity and the value of the transmission phase provided by the FSS array, according to the following resonance condition: (1) where is the propagation constant along the normal to the surfaces. Equation (1) is derived from ray optics, and hence is more accurate for the higher values of but the basic physics are the same for a thin AMC . The EBG emerges as a result of the array resonance and the array periodicity. The surface waves in a periodic structure below the bandgap are a superposition of travelling and standing waves [20] . At the lower EBG cutoff frequency, the half guided wavelength becomes equal to the periodicity, , and a standing wave is formed. Successive elements are in this case out of phase and a bandgap emerges. At the higher cutoff of the bandgap, there is a similar standing wave, only now the spatial locations of energy maximums and nulls are interchanged. The upper cutoff frequency is typically defined by the periodicity of the lattice. The EBG bandwidth occurs due to the variation of the spatial location of energy concentration in these two limit cases.
III. TAILORING THE EBG AND AMC CHARACTERISTICS USING THE ARRAY PERIODICITY
In this section we study the AMC and EBG properties of a practical structure consisting of a capacitive FSS over a grounded dielectric substrate (Fig. 1 ). An absolute TE/TM bandgap occurs. It is demonstrated that in the absence of vias, the AMC and EBG bands do not in general coincide in the frequency domain. A method to tailor the spectral position of the two properties using the array periodicity is presented. We have considered an array of square patches of size , and square unit cell (Fig. 1 ). The dielectric substrate parameters are , . Four different arrays are studied with periodicities 6.9, 7.9, 8.9, and 9.9 mm respectively. In all four cases, the grating lobe region lies well above the resonance of the array. Fig. 6 shows the reflection phase of a normally incident plane wave of strength 1 V/m for the four structures under consideration. The magnitude and phase of the currents excited on the elements are also shown. The smallest periodicity, 6.9 mm, yields an AMC frequency of 12.1 GHz, which increases to 14.1 GHz for the largest periodicity, 9.9 mm. This trend is in contrast to the array resonance, which is indicated by the zero current phase in Fig. 4 and reduces as the periodicity of the array increases. Therefore the spectral separation between the AMC frequency and the array resonance reduces as the periodicity of the metallic array increases (Fig. 6 ). This observation is important for our discussion later on.
A. AMC Characteristics
As in Fig. 3 , the current levels at the Fabry-Perot resonance are nearly three times higher than those in the array resonance. The current magnitude levels are lower for more closely packed elements. According to Lenz's law in a quasistatic approach, this is due to the increasing opposing mutual inductance between neighbor co-linear elements with co-phase currents. bandgap also emerges in the direction. As shown, the common TE/TM surface wave bandgap cutoff drops from around 15 GHz for array periodicity 6.9 mm to around 13.8 GHz for periodicity 9.9 mm. Investigation of the fields in the full wave simulation revealed that for the smaller periodicity (6.9 mm) the TM mode has a cutoff at higher frequency than the TE. However, in the case of the array with large periodicity (9.9 mm) the cutoff of the TE mode occurs at higher frequencies than the TM. The common TE/TM bandgap in the direction extends from 15 to 19 GH for the array with periodicity 6.9 mm and from to 13.8 to 14.9 GHz for the array with periodicity 9.9 mm. The band gap becomes slightly narrower along the XM path of the Brillouin contour. The analysis of this subsection suggests that the lowest cutoff frequency of the bandgap drops for larger periodicity of the array. This trend follows the reduction of the resonant frequency of the array over the grounded dielectric (i.e., zero current phase) shown in Fig. 4 .
B. Electromagnetic Band Gap Characteristics
C. Emerging Trends
Following the investigation on the AMC and EBG characteristics of a metallic periodic array on grounded dielectric substrate, the emerging trend is that as the array periodicity is increased, the AMC frequency goes up, while the EBG frequency drops. These trends are illustrated and quantified in the diagram of Fig. 8 , where the AMC and EBG bandwidth for the four arrays under investigation are presented. Here the AMC bandwidth is defined as the frequency range where the fields are reflected with a phase between and 90 . Fig. 8 shows the upper and lower frequency for AMC operation and the EBG in the direction for varying array periodicity, as obtained with full wave MoM method.
As the periodicity of the array increases, the EBG frequency drops. In particular it is evident that the upper cutoff drops with the periodicity linearly. The lower cutoff also drops almost linearly, but for higher periodicities, the TE mode surpasses the TM mode, resulting in narrower common TE/TM bandgap.
Although the array resonance decreases, the AMC operation goes up in frequency for larger unit cells. Assuming a fixed dielectric thickness , the transmission phase value that satisfies (1) goes up in frequency for larger array periodicity. This explains the AMC trend. As shown in Fig. 8 , there is a range of periodicities of the array where the two pairs of curves overlap. This area corresponds to simultaneous AMC and EBG operations in the frequency domain.
IV. EFFECT OF THICKNESS
A study on the effect of the substrate thickness to the currents induced on the array has been carried out. Fig. 9 shows the current amplitude and phase for the array with periodicity 9.9 mm lying over a ground plane of variable thickness (0.5625, 1.125, 2.25, 4.5 mm). The resonance of the array is almost fixed for all four cases at 19.2 GHz. However the frequency of the current peak that corresponds to the AMC operation reduces as the distance to the ground plane is increased, in accordance to the predictions of the resonant cavity model.
The variation of AMC and EBG spectral properties with the geometrical characteristics of the structure (including both thickness and periodicity) is shown in Fig. 10 . Fig. 10(a) shows the center AMC for square patch arrays printed on grounded dielectric substrate for varying unit cell size and substrate thickness. Fig. 10(b) shows a similar graph for the lower EBG cutoff. The element size is . The first graph
[ Fig. 10(a) ] reveals that for thin substrates the effect of the unit cell becomes less important in the AMC response of the structures. For a fixed array unit cell, the AMC frequency reduces almost linearly with the substrate thickness. The linearity is more evident for thicker substrates, while it breaks as the substrate becomes thinner. Furthermore, the slope of reduction is greater for smaller unit cells. Similarly Fig. 10(b) shows that the lower EBG is less sensitive for thin substrates or small periodicities. However the EBG frequency drops for thicker substrates and larger periodicities.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To validate our conclusions and demonstrate an AMC surface without vias exhibiting surface wave EBG, the array with unit cell 9.9 mm has been etched on a dielectric substrate of thickness 1.13 mm and . The overall array consisted of 26 29 elements. The AMC and EBG properties of the fabricated prototype have been measured. For the EBG measurement, the structure was positioned between absorbing materials. Two horn antennas are used as the transmitter and receiver on either side of the surface. The measured EBG responses are shown in Fig. 11(a) . The TM mode has a cutoff at 13.1 GHz and the TE mode at 13.8 GHz. A common TE and TM bandgap is found between 13.8 and 14.9 GHz in the direction and is highlighted in Fig. 11 . The absolute band gap is somewhat narrower, 14.4 to 14.9 GHz as shown in the dispersion diagram [ Fig. 7(d) ]. Very good agreement between measurement and simulation is observed.
The reflection characteristics of the same structure were also measured for normal incidence. The periodicity is small enough for the grating lobe region to be well above 20 GHz. The reflection phase of the AMC is taken in the far field using horn antennas and is then normalized with respect to an identical measurement in the absence of the array. The simulated and measured AMC responses of this structure are shown in Fig. 11(b) . Note that there are 2 pairs of curves for the AMC measurement and simulation. This is due to the finite thickness Simultaneous AMC and EBG operation of 1.1 GHz ( 7.5%) bandwidth has been achieved.
VI. CONCLUSION
The AMC and EBG characteristics of periodic metallic arrays printed on grounded dielectric substrate in the absence of vias have been studied. The currents excited on the array elements for normal and oblique incidence have been investigated. It has been demonstrated that the AMC operation is not directly related to the array resonance, but rather to a cavity resonance. This explains why the AMC frequency increases with periodicity while the FSS resonance reduces. On the contrary the EBG occurs by virtue of the array resonance and hence the EBG spectral properties follow those of the FSS array. The opposite spectral dependence of the AMC and EBG properties on the array periodicity provides the flexibility to tailor the array characteristics according to the application. The effect of substrate thickness has also been assessed. In order to demonstrate our findings, a uniplanar array with simultaneous AMC and EBG responses in a 7.5% fractional bandwidth has been fabricated and measured. The uniplanar arrays offer the advantage of simple fabrication and easier scalability to higher frequencies.
